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Summary
Moody's Investors Service maintains the Aa2 rating on the Los Angeles Harbor Department,
CA (“Port of Los Angeles” (POLA)) revenue bonds. The outlook is stable.
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The Aa2 rating reflects the port’s leading market position, favorable geographic location,
superior physical infrastructure, strong financial profile, and manageable debt burden.
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Container (TEU) volume has increased 9.02% through the first eight months of 2017, continuing
a strong growth trend
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Credit Strengths
»

Significant competitive advantages including proximity to Asia, sizeable local and
extended markets, superior physical infrastructure and intermodal connectivity

»

Consistently strong financial performance, with operating ratios of 50%, and debt service
coverage ratios (DSCRs) of 2.5x to 3.0x

»

Five-year capital improvement plan entails no new debt and can be funded internally,
primarily from operating cash flow
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»

Leverage is manageable, with debt outstanding at 2.2x operating revenues in FY 2016. Debt will decrease by $244 million, or 30%,
over the next five years

»

Comprehensive, institutionalized management policies for debt service coverage, liquidity, leasing and capital investment

Credit Challenges
»

Intensifying competition for discretionary cargo from Canadian, Mexican and East Coast ports

»

POLA is obligated to provide shortfall advances, on a subordinate basis to debt service for senior revenue bonds, to the Alameda
Corridor Transportation Agency (“ACTA” Baa2 stable), under certain circumstances. ACTA has generally not been able to operate
on a fully self-supporting basis, and has a debt service schedule that escalates at a compound annual growth rate of 5%, which
may require manageable, but possibly significant, shortfall advances in the future

»

Shift in the source of goods from Northeast to Southeast Asia, or India, may weaken the trans-Pacific market and demand for the
San Pedro Bay gateway

»

POLA employees participate in pension plans sponsored by the City of Los Angeles (Aa2 stable). Los Angeles has a large Moody'sadjusted net pension liability (ANPL), approximately $590 million of which is allocable to the port

Rating Outlook
The stable outlook reflects our expectation that the port’s credit profile will remain stable in the next 12-18 months due to an expected
reduction in debt, a limited capital expenditure plan, a comfortable liquidity profile, and a high degree of revenue predictability with the
majority of operating revenue derived from minimum annual guarantees in long-term leases. We expect improvement in credit metrics
will be modest.

Factors that Could Lead to an Upgrade
»

The rating is unlikely to be upgraded from the Aa2 level, but upward pressure would result from material and sustainable
improvements in POLA’s market position and financial metrics

Factors that Could Lead to a Downgrade
»

Significantly weakened market position leading to deterioration in financial metrics

Key Indicators
Exhibit 2

Port of Los Angeles
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Recent Developments
POLA is recording exceptionally strong growth, and is doing so off the largest base in the sector.
This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Container volume, expressed in twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs), grew 9.7% in FY 2017 (July 2016 - June 2017), a twelve-month
period in which POLA handled 9.2 million TEUs, the most ever by a port in the Western Hemisphere. The duration of the growth trend
is equally notable, and now exceeds one and a half years. TEUs grew 8.5% in calendar year 2016 and have grown 9.02% through the
first eight months of calendar year 2017.
Growth through the remainder of 2017 will be supported by three primary factors. First, global economic growth is strengthening,
driving cargo demand at ports and supporting ocean carriers. Moody's forecasts that G20 economies will collectively grow at an annual
rate of more than 3% in 2017 and 2018, above the 2.6% recorded in 2016. In August 2017, Moody's raised real GDP growth projections
for China, Japan, France, Germany, Italy, Korea, Mexico and Turkey. (China, Japan and Korea are the top three trading partners of POLA.)
Second, the domestic shipping industry has entered peak season, a period of seasonally strong growth/demand that typically runs from
July through October ahead of the US holiday season. TEUs grew 15.8% in July 2017, the busiest July in POLA's history, and 6.1% in
August 2017. Additional indicators suggest the current peak season will be strong.
Third, we expect supply chain operations in Houston, and potentially the Southeast, will be negatively impacted by Hurricane Harvey
and Hurricane Irma, respectively. Hurricane Harvey has reduced vessel access, inland freight mobility and constricted truckload capacity
in the Houston market, and shippers have diverted cargo to ports in California and Georgia. Hurricane Irma will have a shorter and
more manageable, but still adverse, effect in the Southeast. West Coast ports, like POLA, compete with ports on the Gulf (Houston)
and in the Southeast (Savannah) to handle discretionary cargo originating or terminating in the Mid-Continent and the Mid-South. To
the extent that ports, or supply chains, facilitating the movement of cargo for the competing all-water routes experience prolonged
setbacks, congestion or any meaningful logistical constraints, we expect shippers will move incremental or particular types of cargo via
the West Coast.
Volume growth provides important support to POLA's customers and tenants. Marine terminal operators globally have been pressured
by ocean carriers on both prices and service levels, while the global financial crisis and the subsequent global economic recovery have
brought only lackluster throughput. In the absence of more robust throughput, ocean carrier consolidation and rationalization of vessel
supply will support improved profitability for the liner industry and corresponding tolerance for price and service level adjustments
by terminal operators. Similarly, in the absence of higher prices, volume growth will drive revenues and returns to scale for terminal
operators. Ocean carrier stability and volume growth are now occurring simultaneously, with demand in the trans-Pacific outpacing
supply, which supports the financial stability of ocean carriers and tenants.
Finally, the volume growth is positive in that POLA is not imminently constrained from a facilities or capacity perspective. Despite the
strong growth, POLA's capital plan continues to reflect no new debt over the next five years.
Panama Canal:

The strong growth at POLA in FY 2017 coincided with the first full year of operation for the expanded Panama Canal. The ability of
ocean carriers to now triple the size of vessels on trans-Pacific services to the East Coast enables a 20-40% reduction in transport costs,
which represents a competitive challenge to West Coast ports and the mini land bridge services they facilitate.
The expanded Panama Canal experienced strong initial adoption, with a 15% increase in container tonnage in the first full year, but the
impact on POLA's cargo has been marginal, if not negligible. POLA's container volume increased 9.7%, by 810,000 TEUs, in FY 2017,
relative to a combined increase of 863,000 TEUs at the ports of Norfolk, Charleston, Savannah and Houston in the same period.
While West Coast railroads have reportedly made little adjustment to intermodal rates, ocean freight rates to the US East Coast do
not appear to have adjusted to levels that would fully pass through to shippers the lower transport costs associated with the larger
vessels being deployed, and East Coast ports still face certain physical limitations to accommodating larger vessels. However, these
limitations will decrease over the next several years as channel deepening projects at Savannah and Charleston proceed, and as marine
terminal and intermodal capacity comes online at Houston, Savannah, Charleston and Norfolk. Three particular developments, on the
East Coast, have the potential to entail incremental competition for discretionary cargo markets typically served by POLA. The June
2017 elevation of the Bayonne Bridge at New York/New Jersey will allow larger vessels to be deployed on all-water services to the US
East Coast in general, and to the third-busiest port in the US in particular; a 45% increase in marine terminal throughput capacity at
Norfolk, already a gateway for the Midwest and Ohio Valley, will likely capture additional intermodal cargo; and the Mid-American Arc
initiative at Savannah will double on-terminal rail lift capacity to run unit trains from the Southeast into the Midwest and Ohio Valley.
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We expect ocean carriers will endeavor to attract cargo onto the larger vessels they deploy to the East Coast, which will include
discretionary cargo destined for points in the Southeast and the Midwest, and we expect East Coast ports will compete aggressively for
these accounts. However, (as discussed under Revenue Generating Base) POLA maintains a valuable 10-day (or more) time advantage
to major inland markets, and the efficiencies available to ocean carriers and shippers from the combination of POLA's water depth,
terminal acreage and equipment, market population density, and transloading infrastructure, form a very strong competitive position
that will support the retention of cargo currently being served.
West Coast ports will also be aided by the early extension of the ILWU contract, through July 2022, which now offers the prospect of
five years of labor stability. The amicable resolution to the current contract negotiation is credit positive because recent negotiations
involved significant disruptions that led to permanent loss of market share for West Coast ports.
Industry consolidation:

Like all ports, POLA is adapting to the consolidation occurring among ocean carriers. But, unlike all ports, POLA will emerge as a
beneficiary of industry consolidation, although there is still a degree of risk and uncertainty over facilities use by customers between
the two ports in San Pedro Bay. As carriers and alliances become more concentrated, and more cargo is carried on a single vessel, these
larger vessels will call at fewer terminals in Southern California than in the past, increasing the risk of a more significant movement of
cargo if a customer shifts services between ports.
Landlord ports, like POLA, have historically leased multiple individual terminals to individual ship lines (or their terminal operator
affiliates), in certain cases with the terminals configured and developed to meet the needs of that individual ship line.
Consolidation has led carriers and alliances to focus services at a more concentrated set of terminals within each port, which has
implications for the assets of landlord ports like POLA, particularly as the adjoining Port of Long Beach (Aa2 stable) has large, modern
terminals under lease to alliance members who similarly maintain footprints at POLA. For example, effective April 2017, three alliances
controlled approximately 90% of the capacity in the trans-Pacific, which creates uncertainty relative to the 13 container terminals in
San Pedro Bay and how these assets will be used within the alliance networks.
Tenant developments:

As an example of how consolidation by carriers and alliances affects terminal use, in July 2017, Hyundai Merchant Marine (“HMM”)
affiliated terminal operator California United Terminals (“CUT”) announced that it will shut down the 90-acre facility at Pier 400.
POLA will not be affected, because Pier 400 is under a master lease with APMT, and APMT had in turn subleased CUT to HMM. HMM,
which does not participate in an alliance, is reported to have lost market share when the alliance schedules took effect in April 2017.
In addition to the presence at CUT, HMM owns a stake in TTI, which leases Pier T at the Port of Long Beach. HMM currently has one
service calling Pier 400 (which hosts the 2M+H Alliance) at Los Angeles and one service calling Pier T (which hosts the 2M+H Alliance)
at Long Beach.
Also in July 2017, CMA CGM (B1 stable) completed a divestiture of the Global Gateway South terminal to a private equity buyer, EQT
Infrastructure. The terminal is under lease through 2043 and the new tenant assumed the lease as is.
EQT Infrastructure will purchase 90% of Global Gateway South, while CMA CGM will retain 10%. Positively, CMA CGM has entered
into a long-term commercial agreement as the largest customer of the terminal, in which case the new tenant will not have to
independently solicit new business. The new tenant has signaled the intention to invest significant capital into the facility, which
currently has an undeveloped 40-acre portion that was previously permitted for an automated container handling operation.
The final component of the $510 million automated TraPac facility was delivered in May 2017.
New projects:

POLA has made considerable progress on its Supply Chain Optimization efforts, including launching a new interoperable chassis pool
and a free-flow peel off program, both of which will improve cargo velocity and mitigate the congestion challenges posed by larger
vessels.
POLA is also planning to redevelop an 80-acre property on Terminal Island for use as a container staging facility. The Harbor
Performance Enhancement Center (HPEC), a public private partnership between POLA and a consortium of private investors, would
cost approximately $150 million, but POLA would not contribute any capital beyond the land.
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HPEC would serve as a staging area for 3,500 truckloads per day, to be transported to HPEC from nearby container terminals. The
effect will be to reduce wait times and congestion by diverting trucks from nearby container terminals to the staging area, where pickups and deliveries will be faster. When fully operational, HPEC has the potential to increase port-wide throughput by 10% if it achieves
3,500 truck moves per day (POLA currently has 35,000 truck gate moves per day), which assumes HPEC turns over only once per day.
More turnover would lead to additional throughput capacity.
In November 2016, POLA partnered with GE Transportation to pilot a port information portal, a digital platform intended to enhance
supply chain performance by delivering data through a single portal to all relevant supply chain stakeholders so that port and terminal
operators have an extended window of time to track inbound cargo to more effectively serve ultra-large container vessels.
In September 2017, POLA approved an extension of the program for up to five additional years. The first round of the program included
the largest terminal at the port, APMT; shipping lines MSC and Maersk; and 10 cargo owners including retailers and other businesses.
The program extension would include all eight terminals at the port, up to 15 global shipping lines and more freight owners. The
program positions POLA as the first port in the US to create such a centralized online cargo database. Because fragmentation and lack
of visibility for supply chain stakeholders have been identified as major problems contributing to congestion and other inefficiencies, a
technology solution to improve these issues could provide POLA with a value added offering that differentiates it from competitors.

Detailed Credit Considerations
Revenue Generating Base
POLA is the largest container port and the most essential gateway in the US, and benefits from significant scale. Located adjacent to
the port of Long Beach, the two ports form the largest combined port complex in the US (Exhibit 3), together handling 35% of US
container cargo. The scale of POLA, and of the combined port complex in San Pedro Bay, is based on the ability to efficiently distribute
cargo via transcontinental rail routes to major markets throughout the US, with a reach that extends into the Midwest and Southeast.
The sizeable regional market in the Pacific Southwest, combined with the ability to serve multiple points inland, provides POLA the
high volume of cargo required to sustain a high frequency of scheduled ship service, and similarly supports a high level of scheduled rail
service and the development of larger and more efficient cargo handling facilities. The high volume of throughput that results from the
extensive market reach allows POLA to amortize operating and debt service expenses over a larger cargo base than most competitors,
and POLA has lower revenue requirements per TEU than comparable, but smaller, West Coast landlord container ports. As participants
in the supply chain move to capture economies of scale with the deployment of larger vessels and the assembly of longer trains, POLA's
role in accommodating the volume and providing the infrastructure commensurate with greater scale aligns it favorably with the
industry change underway.
Exhibit 3

San Pedro Bay remains dominant in the four corners of the US
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POLA serves a very large local market in Southern California with 23 million people, which is the second largest population center
in the US behind the New York metropolitan area. It also serves an extended catchment area in the Pacific Southwest, a region of
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landlocked states including Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico and Utah, which encompasses approximately 18% of the US population.
The stable volume of “non-discretionary” cargo (cargo that cannot economically or practically move through another port) for these
markets mitigates exposure to more competitive “discretionary” cargo markets. (Discretionary cargo is cargo destined for a point
beyond the local market that is able to be routed through another port offering similar connectivity, or time-cost value, to the final
destination.) The population density of Southern California and the proximity to major metropolitan areas in the extended catchment
area, such as the Las Vegas Valley (2.1 million population) in Nevada and the Sun Corridor (5.7 million population) in Arizona, makes
it an essential market for cargo owners, who use POLA in conjunction with local transloading infrastructure as a center for regional
distribution operations.
As a leading transshipment point, POLA has exposure to discretionary cargo, which accounts for 40% of container volume at the
port. Another 20% of container volume is estimated to consist of containers trucked from marine terminals to “transload” facilities
(e.g., distribution centers, warehouses) near the port, where the cargo is consolidated into a new shipment and then transported to
a point beyond the regional market. The transload cargo is considered “semi-discretionary” because the transload operations are
part of a regional distribution operation and there are challenges to finding suitable replacement seaports for the same operations,
particularly in the Pacific Southwest. Many retailers base their regional distribution in Southern California because it affords access to
the largest regional market on the West Coast, and the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach provide superior flexibility through the
most scheduled ship service, train service and industrial real estate of any gateway on the West Coast.
POLA is the primary gateway for routing cargo from East Asia, where close to 70% of US import cargo originates, to the Midwest and
East Coast—with a short sailing time from East Asia, substantial local transload/logistics capabilities, and excellent rail connectivity,
POLA enables shippers to efficiently access markets throughout the US. Shippers can route cargo through POLA over the “mini land
bridge” by rail, or through a Gulf or East Coast port by two “all-water” routes via the Panama and Suez canals. The all-water routes are
lower-cost and have longer transit times compared with the West Coast intermodal route, which provides faster transit at a higher
price. Routing through POLA saves between 9 and 14 days of transit time compared with the all-water alternatives, but can cost
20-40% more (depending on ship size).
POLA has a leading position among West Coast ports in serving inland markets via the mini land bridge (Exhibit 4). Its ability to
accommodate the largest and most efficient container ships in the Pacific fleet, combined with the magnitude of demand in its local
and regional markets, reduces ocean transport costs and supports larger and more efficient cargo exchanges. That, combined with
significant available rail service, makes it a preferred transshipment point for discretionary cargo, evidenced by the fact that the ports
of Los Angeles and Long Beach currently receive more than two-thirds of the first-inbound vessel calls on Asia-West Coast services,
capturing the point in the service rotation that vessels discharge high-value and time-sensitive discretionary cargo.
Exhibit 4

Container growth at Los Angeles is accelerating, and diverging from Long Beach
TEUs and US retail sales by calendar year, indexed to 1997
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POLA's primary competitors for discretionary cargo—Prince Rupert, Vancouver and Seattle-Tacoma on the West Coast; Houston,
Savannah, Norfolk and New York/New Jersey on the Gulf and East Coast —are all in the process of bringing new marine terminal and/
or intermodal (i.e., rail transport) capacity online over the next one to three years, with the intention of serving Midwest, Ohio Valley,
and Southeast markets traditionally served by POLA.
While POLA faces increased competition for discretionary cargo, it has significant advantages resulting from its proximity to Asia,
regional market demand, physical infrastructure and inland connectivity that will enable it to maintain a resilient competitive position,
and we expect any migration of cargo will be marginal in the context of POLA's current volume. West Coast railroads may also work to
ensure rail rates and service levels remain competitive with all-water routing in order to retain intermodal cargo, potentially mitigating
the increased cost advantage of the widened canal.
Further, POLA has an inherent advantage as a routing option for Asia-US cargo in that, based solely on operating costs—the ocean,
terminal and inland costs that comprise the various stages of moving cargo from the foreign port to the US delivery point—it is
estimated to be less expensive operationally to route through Los Angeles from Asia to Chicago (Exhibit 5). Based on market prices,
however, it continues to be more expensive to move cargo via the mini land bridge than the all-water routes.
Exhibit 5

The expanded Panama Canal will materially lower operating costs to East Coast ports, but West Coast ports will retain an edge

Post expansion

Pre expansion

Illustrative operating cost per forty-foot equivalent unit ($ per FEU)
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Route operating costs include ocean transport, canal tolls, terminal charges and inland transport
Pre-expansion: assumes 13,000 TEU vessel for Southern California; 4,500 TEU vessel for Panama Canal; 13,000 TEU vessel for Suez Canal
Post-expansion: assumes 13,000 TEU vessel for Southern California; 13,000 TEU vessel for Panama Canal; 13,000 TEU vessel for Suez Canal
Source: Moffatt & Nichol

The ability of POLA to accommodate larger vessels, ranging from 14,000 TEUs to 18,000 TEUs in size, will further lower ocean
transport costs for shippers in the years ahead, whereas the Panama Canal will be size-restricted to 14,000 TEUs.
Financial Operations and Position
POLA’s market position and asset quality combine with a strong balance sheet, predictable cash flow and high margins to provide
healthy financial flexibility and resiliency.
Central to POLA's credit quality is the predictability, and long-term visibility, of revenue resulting from the minimum annual guarantees
(MAGs) for throughput/rent in its leases. POLA receives a high level of minimum/base rent from a portfolio of long-term leases, with all
major leases secured by corporate guarantees. In FY 2016, nearly $320 million of revenue, including $230 million of MAG revenue, was
earned from leases with stated expirations from 2026 and beyond, many of which have options to extend. The high proportion of fixed
revenues aligns well with POLA's cost structure, which is also predominantly fixed. (POLA's operating budget is largely administrative in
nature and entails predictable ongoing expenses that do not vary much with volume.) For example, MAGs alone cover 90% of POLA's
operating and debt service expenses, which greatly reduces reliance on/exposure to volume-based revenues. POLA also receives the
equivalent of percentage rent as tenant volumes exceed the base rent thresholds, which allows for positive operating leverage (albeit
with a degree of dilution due to volume incentives) in periods of strong volume growth, while negative operating leverage is ultimately
limited by MAGs.
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POLA's financial structure supports operating margins (before depreciation) of 50% and DSCRs of 2.5x to 3.0x, and POLA has
demonstrated the ability to sustain these metrics through periods of cargo volatility or operational disruption (including lockouts and
work stoppages). While operating revenue has increased relatively modestly—under 2% per year—in the wake of the global financial
crisis, POLA has controlled operating expenses and maintained a stable operating ratio of close to 50%. The City of Los Angeles charter
requires that leases be reviewed every five years and reconciled to fair market values, with the provision that in no event shall lease
revenues be adjusted downward. The effect is that tenant MAGs generally escalate, and at a minimum do not decrease, over a rolling
five-year period, providing a growing level of guaranteed revenue for POLA.
The financial profile is also reflective of management policies that dictate I) a minimum operating margin of 45% II) a minimum DSCR
of 2.0x and III) minimum rate of return requirements of 10% for land and 12% for improvements, inclusive of POLA’s operating and
capital costs associated with the investments.
POLA's FY 2017 (unaudited) DSCR was a robust 3.2x, and an improvement from the FY 2016 DSCR of 2.5x. POLA forecasts stable
DSCRs over the next five years based on 2-3% growth in container volume, with DSCRs expected to approximate 3.0x by FY 2021.
POLA’s financial position will remain strong as MAGs equate to between 60-70% of operating revenues over the next several years,
tenants are generating revenues comfortably in excess of the MAGs, and no major lease expirations are imminent. Actual volume
growth remains well above budget assumptions, supporting tenant stability in addition to above-MAG revenue (and favorable budget
variance) for POLA. POLA is preparing to undertake dredging and terminal redevelopment work at the Yang Ming terminal and is likely
to renegotiate a lease extension beyond the current 2021 expiration. In general, we expect demand for POLA's facilities will remain
healthy, because POLA is an essential gateway and is favorably positioned for the industry trends of carrier consolidation, larger vessels
and rationalized calls/services, and has modernized many of its facilities accordingly.
LIQUIDITY

POLA's liquidity is healthy, with approximately $446 million, or 717 days, of available cash on the balance sheet at the end of FY 2016.
Liquidity is further supplemented by an unissued $200 million commercial paper authorization (which can be increased to $375 million
with board approval), currently supported by a $200 million line of credit with Mizuho Bank Ltd. (A1(cr)). Going forward, POLA expects
to maintain the commercial paper authorization and a liquidity facility.
Per management policy, POLA maintains cash balances in its Special Operating Fund ($161 million in FY 2016) and Emergency/ACTA
Reserve Fund ($47.7 million in FY 2016) such that the combined balance is equal to the five-year average of annual operating expenses.
We expect POLA's available cash balance will remain stable over the forecast period, but cash is unlikely to increase as nearly all excess
cash flow will be applied to the capital improvement plan (CIP).
In 2016, ACTA restructured its debt to minimize expected shortfall advances over the next ten years, removing a potential source of
demand on POLA's liquidity. However, ACTA has not realized the volume growth required to fully cover its debt service, which has
no immediate impact on liquidity for the sponsor ports because the unmet portion consists of accreted interest. However, ACTA will
need volume to increase meaningfully, or else further restructure debt, in order to manage a large increase in debt service in 2026
without requiring the liquidity/revenue of POLA. ACTA faces a headwind in meeting its breakeven growth rate because a large share
of intermodal cargo continues to be transloaded prior to leaving Southern California, which detracts from the volume of revenue
containers on the corridor.
Debt and Other Liabilities
POLA’s debt profile is favorable, with a debt ratio of 20% (calculated as net funded debt, divided by the sum of net fixed assets, plus
net working capital) and debt to operating revenues of 2.2x in FY 2016. Annual debt service requirements have ranged from 15% to
20% of operating revenues over the last 10 years, which compares favorably with peers. Debt to operating revenues has been similarly
stable, within a band of 1.9x to 2.3x (Exhibit 5).
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Exhibit 6

POLA has maintained a stable and low ratio of debt to operating revenues
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POLA is well positioned from a debt perspective, with high quality assets capable of accommodating alliance services and mega-ships,
and no new debt is included in the five-year capital plan. The five-year (FY 2018-2022) CIP is manageable at $497 million, or $99
million annualized, and is also flexible as it currently includes a large $125 million contingency for unallocated spending. POLA is able
to use cash flow to fund a large portion of the CIP internally. As the CIP does not require additional debt, POLA’s balance sheet will
continue to improve, as scheduled debt amortization will retire 30% of outstanding principal in the five years from 2018-2022.
DEBT STRUCTURE

POLA’s debt is entirely fixed rate (management policies allow for up to 20% variable rate debt). POLA has historically structured
its borrowings to produce level aggregate annual debt service, with principal amortized in such a manner to ensure additional debt
capacity exists beyond a 10 to 15-year period. Total annual debt service is more or less level at $86 million through 2026, and then
decreases meaningfully, to $36 million, by 2028.
DEBT-RELATED DERIVATIVES

POLA has no debt-related derivatives.
PENSIONS AND OPEB

The City of Los Angeles has a large pension liability. For FY 2016, POLA reported a net pension liability of $216 million. Based upon
Moody's standard adjustments to reported pension data, we calculate an adjusted net pension liability (ANPL) of $589 million.
Moody's adjusts the reported pension liabilities of entities that report under governmental accounting standards in order to enhance
comparability across rated issuers. Under governmental pension accounting, liabilities are discounted using an assumed rate of
investment return on plan assets. Under Moody's adjustments, we value liabilities using a market-based discount rate for high quality
taxable bonds. The difference between the port's reported NPL and Moody's ANPL primarily reflects the different discount rates of 7.5%
for the reported NPL and 4.44% for the Moody's ANPL.
While not an immediate source of credit pressure, addressing the pension liability is ultimately likely to entail higher required
contributions, which would pressure POLA’s personnel costs and city services payments. However, we view prohibitions on revenue
diversion as protective of the port. The port is held in trust for the State pursuant to a series of tidelands grants. The tidelands grants
restrict the application of revenues derived from port properties to specific uses and benefits. In 1997, the State Lands Commission
audited the City of Los Angeles and identified excess transfers/cost recovery payments. A settlement and MOU were reached, which
established parameters for how city services and payments would be billed and required the city to reimburse the port for the prior
excess payments. This has resulted in more predictable city payments (closer to the true cost of service) and reduces the risk of
excessive revenue diversion.
Management and Governance
The department is governed by the board, which consists of five commissioners. Commissioners are appointed to staggered five-year
terms by the mayor, subject to confirmation by the city council. The board makes policy for the department, controls all department
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funds and adopts the budget. It sets rates in connection with permit agreements for its land facilities and services, subject, in some
instances, to city council review.
Management has a thorough understanding of the port's many stakeholders. Senior management has extensive experience in the
global shipping industry, working within the city and in varying capacities at the port. Management has set and maintained strong
financial targets and will continue to target metrics at these levels for the foreseeable future.

Legal Security
The bonds are secured by a senior lien on the net revenues of the port. The rate covenant and additional bonds test are equal to 1.25
times annual debt service. The debt service reserve requirement is sized at the lesser of 125% of average annual debt service, maximum
aggregate annual debt service, or 10% of proceeds of all parity obligations. The debt service reserve requirement is fully cash funded.

Use of Proceeds
Not applicable.

Obligor Profile
The Harbor Department of the City of Los Angeles is a proprietary, or independent, department of the city, with possession,
management and control of the Port of Los Angeles, which is located in San Pedro Bay, approximately 20 miles south of downtown Los
Angeles. The department operates the port independently from the city, using its own revenues, and administers and controls its fiscal
activities, subject to oversight by the city council. Under the charter, the department is a proprietary, or independent, department of
the city similar to the Department of Water and Power and Department of Airports.
The department has three major sources of revenue: i) shipping revenue, which is a function of cargo throughput; ii) revenue from the
rental of the port's land and buildings (i.e., revenue from permit and lease agreements); and iii) fees and royalty revenue. POLA operates
as a landlord port, in which it owns, develops and leases cargo facilities to tenants (ocean carriers or terminal operators) in exchange
for a combination of fixed and variable lease payments, providing administrative services for and sharing in facilities maintenance with
users of the port. The landlord model transfers operating risk and the majority of short-term price and volume risk to tenants, which
use and operate the cargo facilities, hire dockworkers and negotiate cargo handling arrangements with ocean carriers.
The port covers approximately 7,500 acres (4,300 acres of land and 3,200 acres of water). The port generally encompasses
approximately 43 miles of waterfront berthing and 27 terminal facilities, including eight major container cargo terminals, four breakbulk facilities, three dry bulk facilities, seven liquid bulk cargo terminals, two passenger cruise terminals, one vehicle handling facility,
and two multi-use facilities.

Other Considerations - Mapping to the Grid
The grid is a reference tool that can be used to approximate credit profiles in the industry in most cases. However, the grid is a
summary that does not include every rating consideration. Please see Public Port Revenue Bonds for information about the limitations
inherent to grids. Detailed below is the grid indicated rating for POLA which is Aa3, one notch below the assigned rating.
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Exhibit 7

Project Finance Infrastructure Scorecard
Factor

Subfactor

Score

Metric

a) Port Size (Operating Revenues) (000s)

Aaa

441,249

b) Quality of Service Area and Competition

Aa

c) Operational Restrictions

Aa

a) Financial Revenue Variation
(5-year operating revenue CAGR)

A

b) Customer Diversity

Ba

3. Capital Program

a) Capital Needs Requiring Leverage

Aa

4. Key Credit Metrics

a) Net Revenues DSCR (3 year avg)

Aa

3.13x

b) Debt to Operating Revenue (3 year avg)

A

2.12x

1. Market Position

2. Diversity and Volatility

Notching Considerations

Scorecard Indicated Rating:

Notch
1 - Tax Support for Operations

0

2 - Liquidity- Cash to Debt

0

49.10%

Aa3

Source: Moody's Investors Service

Methodology
The principal methodology used in these ratings was Public Port Revenue Bonds published in December 2013. Please see the Ratings
Methodologies page on www.moodys.com for a copy of this methodology.
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